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Abstrlld. Computing hardware is designed by refining an abstract specification through various lower 
levels of abstraction to arme ar a tranmtor Jayout implCJ11en1ed in a physic:al medium. Fomalizing 
the reftnements-one taslc of the mathematical aemantics of computation-involves proving that the 
dc:vioe described at eadr Jevel of abstraction does indeed bohave as prescribed by thc dcscriptlon at 
lhe nm higher lcvcl. Onc obstacle to this goal that has long been recognized is thal certain dasses 
of behaviors can bc physic:a!ly realizcd only approximately. Thc notorious prob!em of metastable 
operation predudes, for example, lhe rcalization on classical principlcs of fllpftops that react in 
bounded time to arbitrary input signals. 

The litcrature suggests that lbe dißicully lies ultimatcly in thc specification 's requiring that thc 
realizing device react propcrly in bounded time. We show, howcver, that a simplc·time""llboundod 
synchronization problcm, namely, mutual exc!usion by means of an arbitcr, cannot bc solved with 
perfect reliabilily using oontinllOUs, i.e~ Newtonian, physica! phenomena. In particular, for any 
physic:al device operating on Ncwtonian principles !hat satisfics specific assumptions c:onceming an 
arbitcr's input-output bchavior, therc always cxist compcting requcsts to which il re8Cl5 by granting 
them all. 

J(eyworU: Synchronization problem, newtonian aroiters, unprovability 

1. lntrocluctlon 

Hardware design proceeds - ignoring faJse starts and similar matters- by retining 
numerous levels of abstraction, beginning typically with block diagrams and 
ending by way of register-transfer and gate networks in a transistor layout 
that is implemented in a physical medium. This stepwise refinement of an 
abstract specification into more and more concretc designs has the practical 
advantage of postponing detailed design decisions until they are appropriate. 
The theoretical advantage is that a vcrification of thc final implementation's 
correctness can be factorcd into a sequence of smaller steps: lf at each level of 
abstraction the design is shown to behave as required by the next higher level, 
then the final implementation meets its original specification. This technique 
presupposes rigorous mathematical models for the descriptions at each level of 
abstraction so that behaviors described at different levels may be compared. The 
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spectrum of models ranges from discrete computational structures appropriate 
to algorithmic descriptions down to differential equations modeling electrical 
behavior of transistors. Hence, at some design step, continuous behaviors are 
used to implement discrete specifications. 

Unfortunately, a series of theoretical and laboratory investigations into the 
metastable Operation of flipftops has shown that a significant class of simple, 
discrete behaviors possess no continuous realizations in bounded time (1-8). 
lt tums out that a continuous bistable system invariably possesses a range 
of inputs, called marginal triggering, that drive it into a metastable state in 
which it may linger indefinitely before finally settling into a stable statc (9, 101. 
Though cloclced systems routinely avoid marginal triggering by using clock pulses 
to control the sequencing and duration of other signals, the synchronization 
of indepcndently clocked systems inevitably involves uncontrolled inputs to a 
bistable device that performs the synchronized task. The metastability results 
thus prcclude the synchronization in bolUl<Wl time of genuinely asynchronous 
systems using continuous electrical phenomcna. 

One of the synchronization tasks affected is the classical problem of excluding 
simultaneous access to shared resources, widely known as the mutual exclu.rion 
problem. Software engineers usually solve mutual exclusion problems by assuming 
that hardware engincers can provide them with a suitable bistable system called 
a binary semaphore. Now binary semaphores are not difficult to implement 
in a clocked system. But a hardware element, called an arbiter, that ensures 
mutual exclusion in a fully asynchronous environment by arbitrating between 
competing demands on shared resources requires careful design to function 
adequately (11-15]. 

The literature occasionally asserts that mctastable operation does not prevent 
the use of bistable elements to solvc synchronization problems, so Iong as the 
task, like asynchronous arbitration, need not be completed in bounded time 
[15-17). lt is, howevcr, an open question whether such time-unbounded solutions 
are susccptible to othcr kinds of intermittent failure, perhaps not involving 
metastable operation. In this article, we show that indeed any continuous device 
that satisfies certain minimal assumptions conccrning the input-output behavior of 
a time-unbounded arbiter cannot guarantec thc crucial mutual~xclusion propcrty. 
In particular, there always exists under thesc assumptions a class of confticting 
requests that drive the dcvice into a state in which it grants simultancous access 
to the shared resource. 

Our assumptions arc as follows. Requests to use the shared resource can 
occur at arbitrary timcs and in particular simultaneously. Any persisting request 
not in conftict with other requests will cventually be honored; and of confilcting 
requcsts that persist, one will, given time to rcact, indecd be honored. Any 
requcst that has been honored remains so for thc duration of the requcst. 
Finally, permission to use the resourcc is withdrawn once the request to use 
it is withdrawn. These assumptions concem thc arbiter's logical input-output 
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behavior; they are formulated explicitly as axioms whose satisfiability by models 
of physical processes may then be examined. 

Further assumptions concern thc continuity of the implementing physical 
phenomena, one characteristic of devices built on Ncwtonian principlcs. Thcy 
arc madc by rcstricting our attcntion to a particular class of models. The esscnce 
of thesc assumptions is the following. Real signals arc continuous changes in some 
physical quantity. And if input signals to real hardware be continuously dcformed, 
the hardware reacts by continuously deforming the resulting output signals. 

Our invcstigation combines techniques familiar from tbe theory of specification 
and verification in computer science with techniques familiar from control thcory 
in electrical engineering. The usc of axioms to spccify a system's abstract input-
output behavior is widespread in the fonner, while thc use of so-called dynamic 
systems to model a circuit's concrete intcrnal behavior is oommon, often in the 
guise of linear :systems, in thc latter. We combine thcse tcchniques by asking 
whether there exists a continuous automaton that satisfics thc axioms we propose 
for an ideal arbiter. Since this combination of standard logical techniques is 
unusual- and to our knowlcdge unique - in the literature on synchronizer failures, 
we assume no acquaintance with dynamic :systems or specification mcthods. 

This article is organized as follows. In the next section wc fonnalize our 
assumptions and discuss thcir relation to those usually made concerning arbiters. 
In the subsequent section wc then prove that the assumptions we have made about 
an arbiter's input-output behavior are not sirnultancously satisfiable by a certain 
mathcmatical model of Newtonian physical processcs. In particular, we show 
that any continuous automaton that satisfies thc explicit assumptions proposed 
above conccrning its interaction with an asynchronous cnvironmcnt will react to 
certain conflicting rcquests by granting simultaneous access to the sharcd resource. 
Following discussion of cc:rtain technical aspects of thc result, wc concludc with 
somc remarks on thc rcsult's possible practical and theoretic signilicance. 

2. On ideal arbiters 

We begin by determining what we shall mcan by a solution to the mutual exclusion 
problem, how an arbiter solves the problem, and what properties it must have 
to perform its function properly. 

The synchronization task is most succinctly depicted in a simple concrete 
situation. Supposc a multiproccssing system consists of two independently clocked 
processors connected via a common bus to passive components such as memory 
and input-output units. Since the processors are driven by indcpendcnt clocks, 
their attcmpts to usc thc bus can occur at arbitrarily intcrleaved moments and, in 
particular, cven simultaneously. Simultaneous transmission, howcver, corrupts all 
of the signals on the bus. So numerous techniques, such as synchronous buscs, 
CSMNCD, or token rings, among othcrs, are uscd in suc:h systems to ensurc 
that if both proccssors try to transmit at once, one of them defers to the other. 
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Fig. 1. A simple multiproceuor systcm with arbitcr. 
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Flg. 2. Albitration protocol. 

An especially simple technique involvcs thc use of a hardware element called 
an arbiter to mediate between compcting demands on the bus. The processors 
requcst thc usc of the bus from thc arbiter, which grants a requcst once the 
bus is frce. Upon completing its transmission, a processor signals to thc arbitcr 
that it has relinquished the bus. The cssence of thc arbiter's task is to arbitrate 
between any confticting rcquests by ensuring that only onc requcst at a time is 
ever granted. By linking each of thc processors to a common arbiter we arrive 
at the configuration seen in figure 1. 

Now if the processors abide by the rules of a standard four-phase handshake 
protocol, tbey will avoid colliding on the bus. The procedure uses two lines 
apicce, denoted by req and gmnt, from cach processor to thc arbiter and consists 
of the four phases depicted in figure 2. 

• Request. A processor desiring tbe use of the bus informs the arbiter of its 
request by setting the appropriate request line high. A request may be made 
at arbitrary times (Independence of inputs), so long as grant is Iow. 

• Arbltratlon. If the request does not contlict witb a request from another 
proccssor, it will be granted (Liveness). Only after grant has been sct high 
may the requesting processor proceed. 
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• 'D'ansmission. Once a processor has acquired the use of the bus, it may 
transmit as long as it pleascs by leaving req asscrted (Dominance). The 
arbiter's duty is to exclude both processors from being granted thc usc of thc 
bus simultancously (Mutual Exclusion ). Upon complcting its transmission, a 
proccssor relinquishes the bus by setting thc req line low. 

• Release. The arbitcr acknowlcdges thc proccssor's having relinquished thc bus 
by setting gront low, whereupon it is ready to grant further rcquests from tbe 
same processor (Reset). Upon receipt of the acknowledgment, that processor 
may issue further requests. 

lf thc arbiter avoids signaling simultaneous assent to distinct processors and 
the processors refrain from transmitting without receiving a grant, all will be 
weil. The procedure corresponds exactly to that used by arbiters described, 
for example, in (14] and [18], and it capturcs the essence of such arbiters as 
in [19] and [20], whose task includes not only the exclusion of simultaneous 
access to shared resources, but the transfer of data as weil. In order to avoid 
unnecessary complications wc shall restrict our investigation to the single, crucial 
task of arbitrating between possibly competing requests. Furthermore, since 
our argument does not depend on the number of processors involved, we shall 
simplify the discussion by restricting the investigation to a two-input arbiter. Thus 
we may concentrate on formalizing the two-way handshake procedurc outlined 
above witbout compromising the gcnerality of the results. 

Our formalization of such properties as liveness and mutual exclusion will 
consist of axioms concerning the input-output behavior of a matbematical model 
of an arbiter. Since we wish to model physical voltagc levcls by mcans of real 
numbers and input signals as continuous, rcal-valucd functions of time, we shall 
assume that the arbiter is a continuous automaton, a species of dynamic system 
closely related to thosc often used for invcstigations into thc stability of fcedback 
systems in control theory (21 ]. Such models have been applied, for instance, 
to study metastability in bistable systems (9, lOJ. By contrast with the discrete 
automata familiar in computer science, continuous automata havc a continuous 
state space, and they react to continuous inputs by producing continuous outputs. 
They are thus adcquate to model classical physicaJ phenomena such as continu-
ously variable voltage changes and their usc to implemcnt switching circuits as 
feedback systems with delay. 

Let us agrec to denote by { S .... T] the set of all continuous functions from a 
topological space, S, to another, T. Thcn the trajectory over a state space X of 
a physical process through time is modelcd in a dynamical systcm as a function in 
[R+ .... X] callcd a motion over X, wherc Xis oftcn Euclidean n·space R", and 
R+ is thc nonnegative rcals, which serves as a simple modcl of time, each with 
its usual topology. lt is assumed that product spaces S x T carry the product 
topology of the topologies on S and T, subspaces S ~ T are equipped with 
the topology induced by T, and function spaces (S .... TJ carry some arbitrary 
topology with the so-called spliJting property: If for cvery continuous function 
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Fig. 3. An azbiter. 

er : S x T -+ U the function 6 : S -+ [T -+ U) obtained from er by currying 
is continuous, then the topology on [T -+ U] is said to be splitting. This is a 
very general property enjoyed, for instance, by the compact-open topology or the 
topology of pointwise convelJence. 

A continuous automaton, then, is an automaton whose function is dcscnöed 
in terms of motions over its input, output, and state spaces. 

Definition 1. A continuous automaton 3 is given by 

E = {Rn, I:, Rm, U, tp, .>.), 

whose components are 

Rn 
E 
R'" 
U~ (R+-+ Rn] 
'PE [EX u X R+-+ E] 
.>.e[E-+Rm] 

input space 
state space 
output space 
admissible input motions 
transition or system function 
output function 

where E is some topological space. 

In our setting, where we regard a continuous automaton as a physical device that 
reacts to continuously changing, rather than discrete inputs, an element of the 
first component, „ E an, represents the simultancous input voltages on n input 
lines. Eis the set of the automaton's internal states, c.g., Rk for suitable k. The 
third component, am, is the set of simultaneous output voltages on m output 
lines. U is the set of continuous input motions, voltage trajectories through 
time, actually accepted by the systcm, i.e., to which it responds in the manner 
prescribed by the system and output functions. The system function cp specifies 
in what state cp(p, u, t) e E the system E arrives by time t starting from state 
p E I:, given the input motion u E U. Finally, the output function .>. descnöes 
how the internal state affects the voltages observed on the output lines. 

In the following we assume that an arbiter (see figure 3) is just such a 
continuous automaton .A - {R.2, E.A, R2, U.A, 'PA• .>..A) that fulfills one or more 
of the several assumptions, to be formalized below, concerning the arbitration 
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protocol. We shall occasionally write .A 1- !II to express that the device A satisfies a 
predicate !II. We refer in the following to the components of a specific continuous 
automaton A without mentioning the index .A. lt will also be useful to assume 
throughout that the input and output signals req, and grant1 for i e {1, 2} are 

u ~ 2 req = (req11 req2) E U and grant = /grant1, grant2) = A o IP so that req : R.+ -+ R. 
and grant : r: x U x R+ -+ R2• Thus req(-) and, for fixed parameters p and 
req, grant(p, req, -) are input and output motions in the real plane. We shall 
assume that the subsets O, 1 ~ R. that represent the signals "low" and "high" are 
disjoint opens, wbich we shall depict, for purposes of illustration, as intervals 
in R., the "undefined" range being the closed remainder X~ ll\(O u 1). Finally, 
we confuse functions systematically with their extensions to intervals, so that we 
may write, for example, req,[t, t') ~ l to mean Vt:::; r < t'. req;(T) e 1. 

We turn our attention now to the class of input signals whose effect on the 
arbiter we intend to investigate. These will be pairs, {req1, req2), of single, 
persistent requests, each of which may occur at an arbitrary time, and is never 
again withdrawn. If we assume that there is an upper bound e > 0 on the 
duration of a signal change, then a persistent request at time r > e on the input 
line i is characterized by 

3p e [r - e, rJ .req1[0, p) ~ 0 &: req1(p, rJ ~X & reqi('r, oo) ~ 1 

or graphically, using the conventional representations of 0, X, and l common 
in real hardware, as in figure 4. Dy the occurrence of a signal change at r is 
meant that the change from 0 to 1 or vice versa has been completed by time 
t • r, as depicted in figure 4. A request that persists for at least some duration 
6 > 0, i.e., req1(t, t + 6) ~ 1 for some t e a+, will be called 6-persistent at t and 
an eo-persistent request at t is one that remains in 1 over (t, oo). 

Now lct Rf(r) ~ [R+ -t ll1] for ' e {1, 2} and 0 < e < T be the set of afl 
input motions whosc ith component is a single, oo-persistent request at time T 
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and whosc maximum rise time is e: 

.Rf{'T) ~ { (/i. '2) E (R+ - R2) l 3p E ('T - e, T). 
/;[O, p) ~ 0 & f;(p, T] ~X &. f;(T, oo) ~ l}. 

Thcn thc set of eo-persistent requcst pairs, the ftrst of which occurs at u and the 
second at Tand each ofwhose maximum rise times is e:, where 0 < e < min{u, r}, 
will be written R"(u, T), i.c., 

R'(u, r) '!: Ki{u) n R;(r) 

One final notation will be useful for simple affine transformations of motions in 
the real plane. For f.., (/i. '2) e [R+ .... R2) and "• r ER+ let /(a,r) e [R+ ..... R2] 
be f displaced by the vector (u, r): 

/<"·'l(t) d,: (ff"l(t), /~r)(t)) ':! (/1(t 1- u), '2(t + r)). 

We are now ready to formali7.e our intuitive description of the ideal arbiter's 
input-output behavior so as to arrive at a set of axioms whose satisfiability we 
shall examine in the next section. 

Tbc arbiter's purpose being to deal with requests from indepcndently clocked 
processors, it must be ready for a request to arrive at any time from any processor 
not already holding the bus. A genuinely asynchronous arbiter also may not 
assume any regular timing relationship, i.e., any synchronization, betwecn request 
signals from different processors. A hardware element opcrating under these 
assumptions is often said to opcrate in unrestricttd input change mode (22]. Tbc 
two assumptions can be formali7.ed as a closure condition on the arbiter's input 
space U. 

CLOSURE 

Va > e.3u, re a+ .min{u, r} > c:t & R'(u, r)nU:;. 0 
Vu EU. Vu, TE a+ .u(a,r) EU 

The ftrst condition means the arbiter's admissible inputs U lncludc oo-pcrsistent 
pairs of rcquests occurring at u and r, where the occurrence timcs may be 
arbitrarily latc. Note that this condition dcpends on the parameter e exprcssing 
the maximum rise time of the individual requests that U is to contain. Whcn in 
the sequel wc say an arbiter .A satisfies the CLOSURE axiom, wc sball mcan 
that therc is a maximal rise time e > 0 for which U.A fulfills thc first condition. 
This cbaracteristic parameter e is taken, from here on, to be fixed. Tbc sccond 
condition says that the input space is closed under arbitrary displaccments of 
input signals to the left along the time axis. Since cach component U; of 
u • (ui. 1i2) is displaccd indcpcndently, this condition expresses the absence of 
any systematic timing relationship betwecn signals arriving on distinct input lines. 
Of course, we could have requircd that the input spacc U be closed as weil undcr 
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displacements to the rigbt. Such a requirement would mean that any device 
satisfying the axiom admits the same set of requests over its entire life. But we 
shall not need the additional assumption to prove the results of the next section. 

An important property of an ideal arbiter is that it does not leave persistent 
requests unattended: of requests that persist long enough, the arbiter must 
eventuatly grant one. Note that this liveness condition covers the case where 
there is only one request and that the CLOSURE conditions ensure that there 
are requests in U that are nothing if not persistent. 

LIVENESS 

VE ~{1, 2}, E 'F 0. Vp E I:. Vreq E U. 'Vt E R+. 
(\li eE .req;(t, t + .t:l) ~ 1 & V; E {l, 2}\E .reqp, t + .1) ~ 0) 

~ 3k E E. 3s > t .grant~(p, reJ/, s) E 1 

The LIVENESS axiom says that whenever there has been a set E of requests 
pending for some time-at least as long as .1-then eventually one of them will 
be granted. Requests that fail to persist as long as .1 need not elicit any reaction. 
For E = {l} the requirement is illustrated by figure 5. 

lt is important to note that the axiom places no upper bound on the time 
( s in figure 5) when the request is finally granted. In the particular case where 
there are two competing requests, i.e., E ""' {1, 2}, the arbiter is allowed to 
take as much time as it needs to resolve the situation and decide to grant a 
particular request. Thus LIVENESS accommodates the fact that real arbiters 
can go metastable for indefinite periods upon receipt of simultaneous requests. 
All we require is that the arbiter eventually emit a signal granting some pending, 
.1-persistent request. 

This axiom depends on a parameter .1, the minimum hold time for input 
requests. Requiring that an arbiter A satisfy LJVENESS means there is some 
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Fig. 6. Signals satisfying DOMINANCI!. 

.:1 > 0 for which the above formula is true of .A. Like e, .:1 is taken to bc fixed 
throughout the article. 

The dominancc property ensures that every processor is allowed exclusive access 
to the bus for as long as it wishes, once the arbiter has granted its requcst, since 
according to tbe four-phase handshake protocol the arbiter may not withdraw a 
grant of its own accord. Such bchavior is sometimcs called nonpreemptive. We 
require the following: 

DOMINANCE 

VpE :E .Vreq E U.Vr, t ER+ .Vs, fe [r, t). 
req;[r, a} !;;;; X & req;(s, t) !;;;; 1 & grant;(p, req, t)""" 1 

'* gram,(p, req, ('t, t)) s;; 1 

where i e {1, 2} and grant;(p, req, t)""' 1 abbreviatcs the predicate 

grant;(p, req, t) EX & 3t' > t .grant;(p, req, (t, t']) !;;; 1, 

which means that grant; is imminent at t, i.e., in X at time t, but on its way 
into 1. Thus DOMINANCE reads as follows: lf during some interval [r, t) a 
requcst arrives that pe111ists until t and a grant is imminent at te [r, t), then the 
grant may not be withdrawn during ('t, t). One such set of signals is ilJustrated 
in figure 6. 

Note that the second Une of the axiom is bcing used to express a corrcspondence 
bctween the occurrence of the present grant and the arrival of the most rcc;ent 
request. lt is these two events-and no others-whose causal connection the 
axiom is meant to constrain. The desired correspondence must be expressed in 
terms of signal changes, i.e., flanks, rather than signal levels, distinguishing this 
axiom from the rest. 

Requiring that the signal granting a request remain stable for the duratioo of 
the request also ensures that processor i may interpret gram1(p, req, t) e 1 as an 
unambiguous sign to procecd, rather than a transitory or tentative response. The 
requirement is tantamount to assuming that an ideal arbiter's intemal workings, 
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including metastable or oscillatory crises, do not confuse its environment by 
having it issue fleeting signals. 

The next axiom describes the reset phasc of the handshake protocol: If a 
request is held in 0 long enough, then any previous grant will end up in 0 as weit. 

RESET 

VpeE.Vreq E U.'r/r, t E a+. 
t-r? L1 & rtl/;(r, t) ~ 0 

=9- 3a E [r, t) .grant;(p, req, (s, t)) ~ 0 

Here again, i E {1, 2}. As before, the parameter .1 embodies the minimum 
hold time before the arbiter is guaranteed to react, in this case withdrawal of a 
request (sec figure 7). Note that via the condition s E [r, t), RESET requires a 
finite response time of at most .1 for the resetting of granti. in contrast to the 
unbounded response time LIVENESS allowed für the grant to be issued. This 
restriction is innocuous, since processors do not conflict during the protocol's 
reset phase: no provision need be made for unbounded response times due to 
metastable operation. 

We now come to the last and most obvious property of an ideal arbiter. lf 
CLOSURE, DOMINANCE, LIVENESS, and RESET were the only axioms 
an arbiter had to fulfill, then it would be only too simple to find a correct 
implemcntation: thc trivial circuit consisting of just two wires, one connecting 
input niq1 with output grant1 and thc other connccting req2 with grant2 would do. 
(We leave the proof as an exercise to the reader.) The axiom that distinguishes 
an arbiter from this trivial circuit is the axiom of mutual exclusion: At no time 
may both output Jines show 1. We choose to formulate this positively as follows: 

MUT EX 

'r/p EE. 'r/req E U. 'r/a, t E a+ . 'r/i., j E {1, 2}, i J'= j. 
grant;(p, req, [a, tJ) ~ 1 * grant;(p, req, [a, tJ) ~ 0 
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including metastable or oscillatory crises, do not confuse its environment by 
having it issue fleeting signals. 

The next axiom describes the reset phase of the handshake protocol: If a 
request is beld in 0 long enough, then any previous grant will end up in 0 as weil. 

RESET 

VpEE .Vreq E U.Vr, t E a+. 
t - r? L1 & req;(r, t) s;; 0 '* 3s E (r, t) .granti(p, req, (s, t)) <; 0 

Here again, i E {1, 2}. As before, the parameter L1 embodies the minimum 
hold time before the arbiter is guaranteed to react, in this case withdrawal of a 
request (see figure 7). Note that via the condition s E {r, t), RESET requires a 
finite response time of at most L1 for the resetting of granti. in contrast to the 
unbounded response time LIVENESS allowed for the grant to be issued. This 
restriction is innocuous, since processors do not conßict during the protocol's 
reset phase: no provision need be made for unbounded response times due to 
metastable opcration. 

We now come to the last and most obvious property of an ideal arbiter. lf 
CLOSURE, DOMINANCE, LIVENESS, and RESET were the only axioms 
an arbiter had to fulfilJ, then it would be only too simple to find a correct 
implementation: the trivial circuit consisting of just two wires, one connecting 
input req1 with output grant1 and the other connecting req2 with grant2 would do. 
(We leave the proof as an exercise to the reader.) The axiom that distinguishes 
an arbiter from this trivial circuit is the axiom of mutual exclusion: At no time 
may both output lines show 1. We choose to formulate this positively as follows: 

MUT EX 

Vp EE. Vreq E U. Vs, t E a+ . Vi, j E {1, 2}, i >/= j. 
grant;(p, req, [s, tj) <; 1 '* grant;(p, req, [s, tJ) <; 0 
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F'11- 8. A discrete arbiter. 

Mutual exclusion is not, strictly speaking, a propcrty of the arbiter. lt is inatead 
a property of the protocol, one side of which is illustratcd in figure 2, in 
which of coursc thc proccssors participate as weil. In ordcr to concentrate our 
attention exclusively on tbe arbiter, we simply assume that thc processors keep 
their part of the bargain by observing thc protocol's conventions. Under tbat 
assumption, mutual eiu:lusion is guaranteed if the arbiter has the property we 
are calling MUTEX. 

Having stated various cxplicit assumptions about arbitration and argucd that 
each is reasonable in isolation, we should answer some standard questions about 
their global propcrties. Tu begin with, one might ask if any four of the axioms 
we have formulated can be satisfied by Newtonian automata. In fact, we have 
already suggested, in the discussion of the MUTEX axiom, one way to build a 
circuit that satisfies all four of the other axioms. Similarly, a circuit in which both 
output lines are tied to 0 satisfies all of the assumptions but LIVENESS. The 
reader may find it instructivc to construct circuits that satisfy otber combinations 
of four axioms. There are simple solutions if CLOSURE and DOMINANCE 
are dropped; thc case of RESET remains open. 

Finally, the axioms are consistent: they can be shown to posaess a model, if 
we take thc liberty of intcrprcting thcm in such a way that they refer not indced 
to conlinuous but rather to discrete automata. For if we take a discrete domain 
V• {O, X, 1} of voltages for R with 0 • {0}, 1 „ {l}, and X• {X}, and a 
discrete domain N of time for a+, then witb r:: = 0, ..11 = 3, and U • (V x V/', it 
is not difficult to check, given appropriate interpretations of req and grant, tbat 
the Moore automaton of figurc 8 satisfics all five arbiter axioms. (By convention, 
the automaton's transitions arc labeled with the inputs on its two request lines 
and the automaton's states with the outputs on its two grant lines, ? being a 
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wildcard.) Since the axioms are consistent, it makes sense to use them to dcfinc 
formally what we shall mean by an "ideal arbitcr." 

Deftnition 2. An ideal arbiter is an automaton that satisfies the axioms 
CLOSURE, LIVENESS, DOMINANCE, RESET, and MUTEX. 

We shall in tbe remaining considerations restrict our attention again to thc 
standard intcrpretation of the axioms in the domain of continuous automata. Our 
assumptions arc thus embodicd in our choice of a class of models for Newtonian 
devices and in our choice of axioms goveming the bchavior of arbitcrs. Tbc 
invcstigation asks, in the next section, whcthcr there are such models that satisfy 
such axioms. In order tbat the rcsults apply broadly, we have made comparatively 
weak assumptions, on botb the class of models in general and the axioms for 
arbiters in particular. 

Our choice of model, continuous automata, for Newtonian deviccs was inftu-
enced by the investigations of [9] and [10] into metastable operation of bistable 
elements. There, two additional assumptions about such automata are used to 
prove the results: that thc systcm be nonanticipatory and that its futurc behavior 
be determined completely by its present state. Though such assumptions may 
weil apply to devices reasonably callcd Ncwtonian, we do not necd them to prove 
the rcsults of the next section. 

Our choice of axioms was inftuenccd by the work of Barros and Johnson [13). 
But the differences are considerablc. In particular, they stipulatc the following 
additional requirements for an arbiter. All signal changes at the outputs are 
caused by certain changcs at thc inputs. Output changes are invariably complcte 
transitions from one logical levcl to the other and occur with a certain minimal 
speed. High and low signals are always held for a minimum period. FinaJly, 
there is an upper bound on the arbiter's response time. 

According to our definition, an ideal arbiter may weil emit arbitrarily short 
output pulses or, more importantly, respond arbitrarily slowly to input signals 
(the reset phase aside). Thus our axioms formulate rathcr weak, but common, 
requirements for an ideal arbiter. Any real device might be expected to satisfy 
further elcctrical or timing requirements, albeit not bounded response time, to 
function properly in a practical setting. 

3. Newtonlan reallutions of Ideal arbiters 

We shall now study the effect of input signals from R'(u, -r)nU on the behavior 
of the dcvice A (as in figure 3), a continuous automaton, which we assume fixed 
throughout. Recall tbat the sct R'(u, r) n U consists of admissiblc input signals 
in which each processor issues an oo-penistent request, the one at time u and 
the other at -r. Assuming that .A satisfies the axioms CLOSURE, LIVENESS, 
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DOMINANCE, and RESET we derive an input-output behavior that violatcs 
tbe axiom MUTEX. 

Our first lemma is a simple consequence of the LIVENESS 115511mption. lt 
asserts that if u and T arc far enough apart, the appropriate grant linc will 
eventually be set high; furthermore, one of the requests will be granted no 
matter how they are timed. 

Lemma 1. Let A satisfy the LIVENESS axiom, p E E be an arbitrary initial statc, 
and req be an input signal in R"(u, T)nU. Then thc following propositions hold: 

T 2: u + .:1 + e: => 3t > u .grant1(p, req, t) e 1 
u 2: 'T + .d + e: => 3t > 'T .grant2(p, req, t) e 1 

3k e {1, 2} .3t > max{u, T} .grant.(p, req, t) E 1 

Proof. Suppose we are given req e R'(u, r) and p E E. 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

Ad (1): Let u and.,. besuch that r;;:: u+.d+e:. Sincc {req1, req2) '"'req e R"(u, r) 
we have on the one band req1(u, oo) ~ 1, i.e., in particular 

req1(u, u + Ll) ~ 1, (4) 

and on the otber that there exists a p in the interval [T - e:, T) such tbat 
req2[0, p) ~ O. This means, since p ~ 'T - e: ;;:: u + .d, tbat 

req2(u, u + .d) ~ 0. (5) 
Given (4) and (5), we may now specialize UVENESS with E - {l} to obtain t > a 
such that grant1(p, req, t} e 1. The proof for (2) is analogous. 

Ad (3): Let p 0:.' max{u, r}. Then since (req1, req2) • req E 11!(11, T), we have, 
as before, that req1(11, oo) ~ 1, whence req1(p, p + .d) ~ 1, from whk:h, with the 
analogous argument for req2, the conclusion follows by specializing UVENESS to 
E • {1, 2}. C 

We shall regard the quadrant R+ x g+ of the real plane as a parameter space 
from which we may choosc arbitrary request times u and .,., for which we then 
consider input motions from R"(u, r) n U. Viewed in this way, the conclusion 
of lemma 1 admits a morc gcomctrical statement. Its first clause says, if we 
choose {O', r) from A1 ':! { (u, r) 1 T ~ u + .1 + e: }, the region at least L1 + e: above 
the diagonal, then any pair of rcquests from R'(u, r) n U will drive a device 
.A 1- LIVENESS from an arbitrary initial state into a state in which it issucs a 
grant on line 1. Its second clause says the grant will be issued on line 2 for any 
choice of {a, r) from Az ~ { {u, r) 1 u 2: r + .1 + e: }, the rcgion at least .1 + e: 
to the right of tbc diagonal. The third clause asserts that arbitrary requests, 
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including those whose arrival times lie in the strip (R+ x R+)\(A1 u A2) along 
the diagonal, will drive the device to issue a grant. Thus the device arbitrates 
even between simultaneous requests. 

Our next order of business is to build a choice function Req that, given 
parameters u and r, chooses, for any device A 1- CLOSURE, a pair of requests 
from R!( u, r )nU. The following lemma asserts that Req can in fact be constructed 
in such a way that it is continuous in each of its arguments. This in effect 
reformulates the logical predicates of the CLOSURE axiom in a form that permits 
us to investigate their consequences using topological reasoning. The proof 
makes use of very general properties of the topology on the function space U. 

Lemma 2. Let .A satisfy the CLOSURE axiom. Then for each interval I = 
(a, ß) ~ R+ with e < a $ ß, there exists a continuous function Req : 1 x 1-+ U 
such tbat 

Vu, r E 1 .Req(u, T) E R"(u, r). 

Proof. Let A satisfy CLOSURE, and let I - [o, ß] s; a+ with e < Q $ /J 
being given. By the first CLOSURE condition, thcre is a pair s, t e R+ with 
min{s, t} > ß and an input req „ (req1, req2} E R!(s, t) n U. Consider thc 
function f': I x I -+ [R+ -+ R2] dcfined as 

fl(u, 'T) ~ req<•-u,t-r) 

The expression reqC.-u,t-r) is weil defined if s - u, t - r e R+, which is the case 
since u, r E {a, ß] and ß < s, t. Now we have f'(.I x 1) s; U by the second 
CLOSURE condition. So we takc the required function Req : I x I ..... U to be f'. 
lt remains to be shown that f' is continuous and that for all u, r in I we have 
f'(.u, T) E R"(u, 'T). 

We begin with the continuity of f'. Thc function r: 1 x I x R + -+ R2 given by 

def 1(0', T, v) = f'(.11, T)(v) 

is continuous, since it is composed, as the equation f'(.11, T)(v) ""req<•-a,t-rJ(v) = 
(req1(v + s - u), req2(v + t - T)) shows, from continuous functions by continuous 
construction. Since the function f' is obtained from r by the process of currying 
and since the topology on [R+ -+ R2) has the splitting property, f' is also 
continuous. The continuity of Req now follows from the assumption that U 
carries the topology induced by {R+ ...... R2]. 

Now we show f'(.u, T) e R'(11, T) for all er, Te J. Let u, Te I be given. Assume 
furthcr that f'; = 11"; ot for i e {l, 2} so that f' == {fl'1o f 2). Since req e R'(s, t), we 
have req1 E Rj(s). This implies there exists p E {s - e, sJ with 

req1[0, p) ~ 0 & Tell1[P, sJ !'.;;;X & req1(s, oo) ~ 1. 
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This will now be used to show f>1(a, T) e R;(a). Note that a e I • (a, ß), 
p E (a - e, a), and e < a implies 0 < a + p - a. This means the interval 
(0, a + p- s) is nonempty, so we may compute 

f'1(11, T)[O, a + p- s) ""mi~•-o)[O, 11 + p- a) 
= n!q1[1 - 11, p) 
~M?1(0, p) 
~o. (6) 

Further, p ~ s implies that (a + p-s, 11) is nonempty, as is (11, oo) and we obtain 
by similar calculations 

f'1(11, r)[a + p- s, u] f; :X (7) 
and 

P'1(a, r)(u, oo) f; 1. (8) 

Obseive that u + p - s E [u - e, 11] since p e [a - e, s], so (6), (7), and (8) 
togethcr yicld f'1(u, r) E ~(eT). Thus, with an analogous computation to show 
that ~(11, T) E ~(.,.), we have 9(a, r) e R'(11, r). 0 

We shall assume in the following that Req : I x I -+ U is a fixed function 
defined for an appropriate I ~ a+ as in lemma 2. Of a particular interest will be 
intervals I"' [a, ß] long enough for I x I to intersect A1 and A2 and far enough 
from the origin that lemma 2 applies. Since the main diagonal of R+ x R+ 
bisects I x l, tbat will be the case whenever ß ~ o + A + e, and a > e, which we 
assume in the sequel of some I, taken to be fixed. 

With the above prcparation we can proceed to prove our main resuk: If A 
satisfies CLOSURE and UVENESS, then there necessarily exist combinations of 
request times 11, r, and input signals in R"(eT, T) for which it eventually grants 
both requests. The proof is based on a simple idea: lemmas 1 and 2 ensure 
that if we choose {11, T) e I x I, thcn the pair of requests Req(u, r) causes 
any A \= CWSURE! & UVE!NESS to issue a grant on line 1 or line 2. We know 
moreover from lemma 1 that any (11, r} from A1nlx1 must yield a grant on line 1 
and any {u, T) from A2 n1 x I on line 2 instead. Now if the requcst parameters 
{u, T} are made to pass through I x I continuously, starting in A1 n I x I and 
ending in A2 n I x !, then A, being a continuous automaton, must change its 
outputs in response to the inputs Req(a, T) continuously as weil. Corollary 1 
below will exhibit Signals in tbe passage from A1 n I X I to Ai n I )( I for which 
A cannot help but grant both requests. 

Abstractly, the main result can be understood as an intermediate value argument. 
In this respect it is similar to the proofs, such as [9], that metastable operation is 
unavoidable. lts proof depends crucially on the following charactcrization of the 
request times {u, r} e I x I that cause an A F CLOSURE & UVENE!SS to issue a 
grant on a particular line, given the input Req(u, T). 
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Lemma 3. Let .A satisfy the CLOSURE and LIVENESS axioms. Theo for arbitrary 
p E r:, the sets 

def Bf = { {u, T) E l X J j 3t > O' .grant,(p, Req(u, T), t) E l} 
def Bf = {{u, T) E l x I I 3t > T .grant2(p, Req( u, T), t) E 1} 

form a nontrivial open covering of I x I. 

Proof. Let A satisfy the CLOSURE and LIVENESS axioms and assume that p E E 
is a fuied but arbitrary initial state. That Bf and Bf form a nontrivial open 
covering of I x I means tbat for i E {1, 2} we have (1) I x I ... Bf U Bf, (2) 
Bf :F 0, and (3) Bf open in I x J. 

Ad (1 ): lt suffices to show IX I ~ Bf u B~. since sr ~ I XI by definition. But if 
(u, T) e I x I, so that Req(u, r) e /l'(u, T) n U, lemma 1 ensures that there exist 
k E {1, 2} and t > max{u, T} such that grant.(p, Req(u, T), t) E 1. which implies 
{u, T) E Bf U B~. 

Ad (2): lt is easy to see that A1 n J x I !;; Bf. Now by choice of I we have 
A1 n I x I "f' 0; hence Bf is nonempty. The same argument yields Bf 1' 0. 

Ad (3): We shall characterize Bf and B~ in a way that ensures that they are 
indeed open. Tu this end let the function Gf·t: l x I - R for p E E as above 
and fixed t e R + be given by 

Gf•'(a, T) 'i:' gnmt;(p, Req(a, T), t) 

for i e {1, 2}. Intuitively, Gf•1(a, T) is the device's output on grant1 at time t in 
response to the input signal Req(u, T) E /l'(u, T) n U. We observe that Gf·t is 
continuous, for so is Req, as is grant • A o <p, since A is a continuous automaton. 
But then the inverse image of 1 under Gf· t 

is open because 1 is open, as is its intersec::tion with the open half-plane { {a, r) 1 
t > u }, with t fixed as above. Now the union over all t E R+ of these sets 

LJ {(Gf 1)-1(1) n { (u, T) 1 t > o'}} 
teR• 

is just Bf, which is therefore open. By an analogous argument, Bf is also open. C 

The main theorem is now a simple consequencc of lemma 3 and the fact that 
l x I is a connected space. 
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'lbeomn 1. Let .A satisfy the CLOSURE and LIVENESS axioms. Fix an arbitrary 
initial state p E E. Then there is a nonempty open subset K of l x l such that 
if (O', T) e K, there are times s > O' and t > T in R+ for which 

grant1(p,Req(O',T),s) E 1 and grant2(p,Req(11, T), t) E 1. 

Proof. Let .A satisfy CLOSURE and LIVENESS, and let the initial state p E E be 
given. Now l x l is connected, since it is the product of the connected set 
I • [o,ß) !;;; R+ with itself. By lemma 3 the sets Bf and Bf form a nontrivial 
open covering of 1 x l, so we must have Bf n B~ Y, 0, since a connected set cannot 
be partitioned nontrivially into nonempty open subsets. So taking K "::! Bf n B~ 
we have K ~ l x l is nonempty and open. Now if (11, T) E K, then by the 
definitions of Bf and B~ there are indeed s > 11 and t > T in R+ with the 
desired property. a 

The last step will be to derive a contradiction to the mutual exclusion axiom 
MUTEX. Recall that MUTEX is the property 

grant1(p, req, [s, t)} !;;; 1 ~ granti(p, req, [s, t)) !;;; 0 

for i, j e {l, 2} and i 'fi j. lt implics that at no time can both grants be in 1. 
Now theorem 1 certainly expresses highly undesirable behavior in an arbiter .A, 
but it docs not necessarily mean that .A violates this condition. The theorem does 
not say that for "critical" input signals from Req(K) the device eventually grants 
both requcsts at the same time; it says rather that each of them will be granted 
eventually. But if, in this situation, the device is also to satisfy DOMINANCE, then 
once it has granted the bus on an oo-persistent request, it cannot withdraw it, 
so we may conclude that eventually both grants will be set 1 simultaneously. 

Let us examine the conscquences of DOMINANCE for the oo-persistent request 
signals we are considering. 

Lemma 4. Let .A satisfy the DOMINANCE and RESET axioms and let p E E 
be an arbitrary initial state and k e {1, 2} an arbitrary index. Further, let req be 
an input signal from Jlt(T) n U, with T 2: Ll + s. Theo for all t ER+ with t > T, 

we have 

grant1c(p, req, t) E 1 ==> grant,(p, req, [t, oo)) \;; 1. 

Proof. Assume k e {1, 2} to be fixed, p e E, t > T 2: L\ + s, req E Jl1(T) n U, and 
grant1c(p, req, t) E 1. Tbc choice of req yields, by definition of Rf,, a 11 E [T-s, T] 
such that 

reqt(0,11) !;;; 0 & reqk[11, T) k X & reqk(T, oo) !;;; 1. 

Now we must prove that grant,(p,req,[t, oo)) !;;; 1. But first we show that the 
assumptions imply that grantk has a rising edge in the interval (11, t). For with 
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reqk{O, u) ~ 0 and u ~ .,. - e ~ Ll, the RESET axiom guarantees the cxistcnce 
of s e (0, 11) such that grantk(p, req,(s, u)) ~ 0. Hencc, grantk rcmains within 0 
during the intcrval (s, u) Y. tt, while it is in 1 at time t >.,. > C7'. But sincc grant„ 
is continuous and 1 open, granti. must pass through X in the interval [11, t), and 
there is a time r e (11, t) when the grant is imminent: 

grantk(p, req, r) e X & grantk(p, req(r, t]) ~ 1. 

In other words, there is an r e [u, t) such that grantk(p,req, r) --.. 1 is true, 
i.e., grantk has a rising edge at time r. (lmplicitly this argument involves the 
completeness of the real numbers: cvery nonempty set of rcals with an upper 
bound has a supremum.) 
Given the specific shape of thc input req, we can now use DOMINANCE to conclude 
from this rising edge that the grant can no longer be withdrawn, i.e., 

granth, req, (r, oo)) ~ 1. 

In particular, since r < t we have grantk(p, req, {t, oo)) ~ l. 0 

We would like to intetject two technical rcmarks here concerning lemma 4 and 
its proof. First, the condition .,. ~ A + e is necessary to ensure that the device 
is safely rcset by the leading 0 phase of the input rcquest req e Jlt(-r). This 
resctting, in turn, ensures that any grant issued must in fact be a response to the 
requcst at time .,. of req and not to some extrancous previous request "stored" 
in the initial state. Secondly, the proof uses the continuity of the transition 
function "' : E X u X a+ ...... E in the third argument R+ only, i.e., that "' is 
continuous over time. By contrast, the proof of theorem 1 made a different use 
of continuity in exploiting the fact that 'P is continuous over input signals (the 
sccond argument), which is a highcr-order continuity property. 

We are finally in a position to produce the promised contradiction to MUTEX 
as a corollary of theorem 1, using lemma 4. 

Corollary 1. Let .A satisfy the CLOSURE, UVENESS, DOMINANCE, and RESET 
axioms. Assume an initial state p E I:. Assume further that the intervaf 
I • {a, .81 is such that Q > L1 + e. Theo there is a nonempty open subset K of 
I x 1 such that if (11, -r) e K, there are times s > u and t > .,. in a+ for which 

grant1(p, Req(11, -r), [s, oo)) ~ 1 and grant2(p, Req(11, -r), [t, oo)) ~ l. 

Proof. That a nonempty K exists and is open follow directly from theorcm 1. 
Assume, then, that (11, -r) e K. Again by theorem 1 WC have s, t E R+ with 8 > 11 
and t > .,. such that grant1(p, Req(11, -r), s) e 1 and grant2(p, Req(11, -r), t) e 1. In 
particular, &q(11, -r) E .R;(11) n .Ri(-r) and u, .,. ~ L1 + e, since 11, .,. E [n, .B] and 
a > A + e. So we can invoke lemma 4 to obtain the conclusion. c 
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We conclude this section with some remarks on the mathematical character 
and the logical structurc of thcsc results. These issues concern thc mathematical 
objects we have called continuous automata. What infercnces may be drawn 
from them concerning real hardware, or its verification, is another matter, to be 
dealt with in part in the final section. 

Logically, we have invcstigated the conscquences of thc axioms CLOSURE, 
LIVENESS, DOMINANCE, and RESET among the class of continuous automata. 
CorolJaiy 1 demonstrates that any A satisfying those postulatcs cannot invariably-
i.e., for all of its admissiblc inputs-satisfy MUTEX. But corollary 1 does not mean, 
to take a morc subtle point, that any continuous automaton that does indeed 
behave like an ideal arbiter · for "most" admissible inputs must fail to arbitratc 
betwccn some requcsts by failing to satisfy MUTEX. lt could, for example, satisfy 
MUTEX invariably, but oocasionally violate one of the rcsponsc propcrtics like 
UVENESS. The argument demonstratcs merely that MUTEX and the rcsponsc 
properties are incompatiblc: they cannot be satisfied simultaneously. 

We bclicve that a similar result could be obtained without the use of the RESET 
axiom, albeit by a more complicated argument and further assumptions like a 
definite start state. lt is, on the other band, not obvious how to weakcn CLOSURE 
significantly while claiming that a dcvice A satisfying the weakened postulate 
admits genuinely asynchronous requcsts. Of the two remaining rcsponse axioms, 
LIVENESS and DOMINANCE, we are thus led to ask whctber tbcre are weaker 
assumptions that still capture the cssencc of ideal arbitration, but are nonctheless 
compatible with MUTEX. Since, in fact, .A tos CLOSURE & LJVENESS already leads 
to the undesirable behavior of theorem 1, one could argue that any search for 
weaker postulates should concentrate on LIVENESS. Perhaps such considerations 
can be helpful in the dcsign of real arbiters that fulfill the weakcned postulates. 

The relations among the result's central assumptions may be thrown into sharper 
relief by a comparison with the intermediate value theorem. The classical result 
asserts that any continuous, real-valued function assuming a value a at some 
point and value b > a at another must pass through all intermediate values 
between a and b. A simple analogon in the setting of continuous automata 
asserts tbat any continuous signal u starting at time s in a closed set Ci and 
cnding in somc closed set C2 at t > s with C1 n C2 = 0 must assume a value 
in C "' CC1 n CC2 somewhere in the interval [s, t), where CX denotes the 
(appropriately relativized} complement of a set X. For if we regard u as a 
continuous function on thc interval [.s, t], the assumptions imply that the inverse 
images u-1(CC1) and u-1(CC1) are nonempty, opcn sets that covcr [s, t]. Now 
[s, t] is a connected set, so by definition of connectedness the components of 
the open covering must interscct nontrivially, i.c., u-1(CC1} n u-1(CC2) ;. 0. But 
this is equivalent to u-1(C) ~ 0, which was tobe shown. 

The assurnptions of this simple argument may be translated to the more 
involved setting of tbeorem 1 as follows. First, replace the continuous signal u 
by thc input-output bchavior of the arbiter, or more precisely, the continuous 
function mapping an input request pair (u, T) to the output signal resulting 
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from input Req(cr, 'T). "Illke s and t to be the request pairs {o, ß) and (jJ, o), 
respectively, and let the interval (a, t) correspond to thc subspace I x I. The 
sets Bf and B~ in lemma 3 play the role of u-1(C01) and u-1(CC2). 

The argument is thus an esscntially geometric one in which the behavior postu-
lated of continuous automata scrves to justify the abstract geometric assumptions 
that render the conclusion inevitable. lt follows that any otber assumptions 
about the nature of arbitration would serve as weil, provided they justified the 
gcometrical assumptions on which the result relies. For one essential geometric 
assumption, that 1 be open rather than arbitrary, we have postulated no justify-
ing behavior of ideal arbiters: it is mathematically expcdient and appears to be 
physically innocuous. But a slightly modified, albeit more cumbersome argument 
appears to be possible for any open set containing 1 from which the signal on a 
grant line would be sure, given quiescent inputs, evcntually to slide into 1. Such 
sets exist if some further, essentially technical assumptions concerning requests 
are postulated, and if it is assumed that the set of internal states producing a 
grant be stab/e in an appropriate sense; see, e.g„ [9) or [21 ). Note that no 
geometric assumprions about 0 bear on the proof, not even that it be disjoint 
from 1. 

Thc mathemarical resemblance of our result to the type of argument used by 
Marino in (9) to prove that metastable behavior affiicts bistable elements does not 
mean that our result has anything to do with metastability. We propose, following 
Marino, that metastab/e Operation in the strict sense refer to an element's failure 
to settle in bounded time into one the stable regions S ~ E among its intemal 
states. The literature also uses the term meta.stabiüty in a looser sense to refer 
to the Observable effects of such unfortunate behavior. Note that the results in 
this section refer in no way to what we are calling metastable operation in the 
strict sense. Since corollary 1 does not identify the intemal behavior that leads a 
device A satisfying an arbiter's responsc properties to violate MUTEX, we refrain 
from calling such malfunctions meta.stable operation, even in the loose sense. 

4. Conclusion 

In this article, we have formalized several explicit assumptions conceming the 
input-output behavlor of a hardware arbiter: the response properties CLOSURE, 
LIVENESS, OOMINANCE, and RESET plus the additional, albeit crucial synchro-
nization property MUTEX. We then investigated the models of thcsc axioms in 
thc class of continuous automata. The upshot is that any continuous automaton 
satisfying the response propertics possesses a class of critical, contlicting requests 
that cause it to violate the mutual exclusion property. 

Our result bears directly on the thcory of hardware design and thc practice of 
its formal verification. These conclusions are best motivated by comparing our 
work with other theoretic investigations into synchronization hardware. 
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By deducing logical conscquences from their axioms, Barros and Johnson [13) 
and Strom [23) demonstrate the interrealizability of three ideal hardware elements: 
flipßops, inertial delays and arbiters. Their results mean that metastability of 
flipftops impingcs on the realizability of the other elements, in particular the 
arbiter, as weil. Their results are based, like ours, on axioms describing the 
input-output behavior of the various elements, but they make much stronger 
assumptions than we do conceming the arbiter, the crucial assumption being an 
upper bound on its response time. We conjecture that Barros and Johnson's 
results can be extcnded to thc interrealizability of time-unbounded flipftops 
and arbiters. 

The most recent qualitative results on metastablc operation of bistable elements 
were achieved by Marino in [9] and improved in [10). In a careful investigation 
of the intemal state of bistable dynamic systems, they succeed in showing that 
if the input space is connected and contains two inputs that drive the system to 
different stable states, then there exist inputs that excite metastable behavior. Our 
work differs from theirs in concentrating on the realizability of an independently 
cbaracterized class of input-output behaviours. In the absence of an axiomatically 
spccificd, abstract class of input-output behaviors that such bistable dynamic 
systems fail to realize, it is not clear, for example, what the published results 
imply for the extemally observable bebavior of flipftops augmented by some kind 
of "metastability detector" along the lines of [16) or [24). Since such augmented 
flipßops are supposed to be free of ambiguous outputs [11, 16, 25) and are 
used to implement "metastablc-free" timc-unbounded arbiters [15), tbe question 
is of some practical relevance: if the conjecture be true that time-unbounded 
ß.ipftops and arbiters arc interrealizable, then our result implies that augmcnted 
ß.ipflops as weit as arbiters, metastablc-frcc or not, can be expected to malfunction 
intennittently in ways not yet detectcd under laboratory conditions. 

While the literature on synchronizer failures recognizes that mctastablc op-
eration precludes arbitration in bounded time, it also appears-perhaps by 
omission-to assume that perfectly reliable arbitration in unbounded time is 
possible in principlc using Ncwtonian devices. Our result casts doubt on such 
an assumption. 

lt seems plausible, for example, though wc do not know a proof, that Mead and 
Conway's arbiter [26), widely imitated in practice, violates our LIVENESS axiom, 
but only on a null set of inputs, i.c., one whose measurc vanishes. Assuming 
tbat to be the case does not of couBC warrant the conclusion, sometimes drawn 
informally, tbat that particular device satisfies MUTEX for all but a vanishingly 
small set of inputs. We think it likely that Mead and Conway's arbiter could 
be proven rigorously to excludc the kind of malfunction it was designed to 
prevent, namely, those arising from mctastablc operation. But it remains unclear 
whethcr it is subject to intermittent failure arising from othcr kinds of intemal 
malfunction, e.g., oscillations, examined for example in [27, 28). 

As this discussion suggests, one way to interpret the result succinctly is as 
an assertion about the realizability of certain kinds of hardware: The classical 
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synchronization problem of mutual exclusion is not soluble without intermittent 
failures in a genuinely asynchronous setting using Newtonian physical phenomena. 
That interpretation, though it speaks in guarded absolutes, does not support hasty 
conclusions about real arbiters. lt obviously does not mean, for example, that 
virtually trouble-free arbiters cannot be built. Commercial systems do contain 
arbitration devices which, by rigorous practical standards, can be considered 
hugely reliable. Moreover, both theoretical and practical techniques are known 
that reduce the incidence of failure in synchronization hardware systematically 
to rates below any given, nonzero limit; sec, e.g., (8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 25, 29]. Such 
failure rates may in fact be below practical or even theoretical limits of common 
laboratory equipment to measure them. 

Another way to interpret the result is as an assertion about the formal veri-
fiability of certain kinds of hardware. For formal verifications, our result, like 
earlier rcsults on synchronizer failures, has the obvious consequence that be-
haviors with verifiably correct discrete realizations may fail to possess verifiably 
correct Newtonian realizations. That problem, once recognized, may not cause 
serious difficulty in practice. More pernicious is a subtler potential etfect. For-
mal verification tools are based on libraries of predefined primitive components 
whose behavior is described axiomatically. lf such a library includes an arbiter 
modeled at the level of continuous time and continuous signal values, it may be 
tempting to assume further, perhaps indirectly, that the arbiter's input-output 
behavior is continuous. But, as we have shown, this would render the assump-
tions inconsistent Similar problems presumably afflict the axiomatic descriptions 
of other simple hardware elements. 

Some of the difficulties arising out of the passage from discrete specifications 
to continuous realizations might best be solved by devising a mathematically 
precise notion of approximate implementation. A suitable definition might be 
obtained by considering sequences of continuous machines that approximate a 
discrete behavior in the limit. Another possibility would be to constrain a partly 
satisfactory circuit design, say by adding timing information, until it satisfies the 
desired specification. 
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